Model JPCE Pump Motor Controller

TO 100 AC SUPPLY (BRANCH CKT. PROTECTION RED'D PER NEC 458.52)

SYMBOl | DESCRIPTION
--- | ---
OS | Disconnect Switch
MMP | Manual Motor Protector
MC | Motor Contactor Contacts
K | Motor Contactor Coil
MR | Motor Run Relay (Option A1)
F1, F2 | Primary Control Ckt. Fuse
1L | Power ON Lamp (Option L1)
2L | Pump Running Lamp (Option L1)
DMD | Demand Relay
AUD | Audible Alarm
TBL | Trouble Relay
- - - - - | Optional Equipment
FIELD WIRING | Field Wiring

NOTES:
1. Minimum Run Timer Factory Set To 3 Seconds, Max Setting 999 Seconds.
3. Restart Delay Timer Factory Set To 3 Seconds, Max Setting 99 Seconds.
5. Momentary Contact, Runs For Min Run Time If Reset Pressure Is Satisfied. Use Maintained Contact For Continuous Running.